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   Connecticut Broadband Internet Coordinating Council 
 

CBICC MINUTES 

CERC, Rocky Hill, CT, March 7, 2011  9:00-11:00 a.m. 
 

Introductions  
Mike Chowaniec, Cablevision  
Burt Cohen, Murtha Cullina LLP  
Lou Manzione, CBICC Chairman, University of Hartford  
Jack McCoy, Town of Manchester  
Matt Miller, Consultant  
Peter Pescosolido, DPUC  
Patrick O’Brien, OPM 
Anthony Santino, Independent Businesses  
Bill Vallée, Office of Consumer Counsel  
 
Also Present: Ann Bertini and Richard Strauss with CASE  
Not Present: Rob Earley, Comcast; John Emra, AT&T; Robert Vietzke, CBICC Vice Chairman, Internet 2 
 
9:09 a.m. Call to order 
 
Call for Approval of December 2010 Minutes Cohen moved to accept. Santino seconded.  Cohen requested that 
an amendment be made to clarify that opinions expressed by Guest Speaker Carberry were his and not 
reflective of the views of the CBICC.  The minutes were accepted as amended. 
 

Assessment of CT’s Implementation of E-Government -- Brief Summary of PRI Report, Bill Vallée 
Vallée briefed the Council on the work of the Program Review & Investigations (PRI) Staff, which reports to the 
PRI Committee, Sen. Fonfara and Rep. Rowe, Co-Chairs.  He noted that there are two outstanding bills related to 
the PRI report, Assessment of Connecticut’s Implementation of E-Government. 
 

Vallée noted that according to PRI’s work the CT.GOV portal is considered mediocre or below average.  The 
websites of Massachusetts and Maine are cited in the PRI report, wherein someone looking to form a 
corporation need not visit multiple websites to access all of the forms necessary. 
 

However, Vallée noted that one of Conneticut’s challenges is that the Dept. of Information Technology is not 
supported enough to implement the changes that the bills call for. 
 

Discussion turned to the types of devices (iPads, Smartphones) that will make more e-government interactions 
more in demand.  In response to whether this effort relates to economic development, Vallée noted that the 
goal for e-government is to be customer centric (which it currently is not in Connecticut).  Here, McCoy noted 
that municipalities are using permits with a cloud application through a vendor. It is available to every town. HE 
also cited another application that will be coming out for health districts, funded through a CROG grant that 
allows contractors to fill out and submit applications online.  
 

Vallée noted that the state requiring towns to post their meeting minutes online flushed out the towns that had 
no access.  Some towns downgraded and took sites down after this requirement. 
 

Here discussion turned to the ease with which much e-commerce is conducted (examples: e-banking and travel).   

http://www.cga.ct.gov/pri/2010_ACIEG.asp�
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Adoption Strategies Conference Call  
Manzione commented that the call was productive in identifying the key reasons for non-adoption: 

• Cost 
• Digital Divide/ Need for Digital Literacy 
• Relevancy / Value Proposition  
• Fear of unwanted content. 

 

With regard to the “fear of unwanted content” reason for non-adoption, Earley noted that in recently touring a 
STEM magnet school, students are given good instruction in sorting reliable from non-reliable sources from the 
internet. 
 

Chowaniec cited the Cablevision “Power to Learn” program which has been in existence for ten years. A timely 
issue being dealt with in that program is cyber-bullying. 
 

McCoy said that he questioned his city’s Department Heads on the “relevancy of broadband question” in areas 
where the city of Manchester’s municipal governments have strategic plans for broadband public-facing 
applications.  He asked whether, for seniors and low-income clients, these public-facing application areas were 
relevant to those two populations.  It was an eye-opener, he said, because even the department heads were 
saying that these areas are not relevant to these populations (24 application areas).  This may mean that for 
seniors and low-income residents even government (in this admittedly small study) is not producing broadband 
applications that use broadband in ways relevant to them. 

 

McCoy also mentioned the E-Reader vs. Print Study conducted by Amity Regional High School student Joanie 
Kim, who presented as the most recent meeting of the CASE broadband study committee. 
 
Libraries and Broadband, Lou Manzione 
Manzione reported that fiction has reached 40-50% saturation in e-books and non-fiction is catching up.  Cost is 
a major driver.  For $1.99 users can download several classics.  The NY Times is keeping a comprehensive best 
sellers list.  What is the implication for libraries? 
 

• The e-reader is changing access.  The NY Times is going to begin charging for news online and many e-
readers will likely subscribe. 

• Manzione cited State Librarian Ken Wiggin’s paper from Sept. 2010, “CT Libraries Need Increased 
Broadband Capacity.”  He also cited cell phones and Smartphones as becoming more widely available to 
low-income populations. 
 

In response to a question, Manzione noted that libraries do offer some classes in computer education.  Libraries 
should be ramping up lending of e-books with codes.  The University of Hartford already does this. It was noted 
that State Librarian Wiggin has said that the biggest issue is probably preservation of digital material as software 
becomes out of date. 
 

Chowaniec asked if the assumption is that the state should do a statewide e-book system?  Per Manzione, Yes, 
and he believes the state should negotiate a multi-user license. 
 
Education & Broadband, Information from CASE Study Presenters, Matt Miller, Rick Strauss 
Strauss summarized a presentation by Liz Pape of Virtual High School (VHS) (see corresponding PPT 
presentation) that Pape gave to the CASE Study Committee Guidelines for the Development of a Strategic Plan 
for Accessibility to and Adoption of Broadband Services in Connecticut.  
 
VHS is a non-profit, global consortium of nearly 700 member schools offering innovative online courses.  VHS 
Mission: 

• to develop and deliver standards-based, student-centered online courses 
• to expand students’ educational opportunities and 21st century skills 
• to offer professional development to teachers to expand the scope and depth of their instructional skills 
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CT VHS FACTS 

• 70 participating Connecticut Schools 
• Enrollment above 1,300 students 
• Several AP courses taught 

 
Miller summarized the work of Joanie Kim, a senior at Amity Regional High School who did a study of 98 her 
peers’ reading comprehension on electronic readers vs. paper text.  Kim found that students preferred reading 
on paper by 70% and that reading comprehension test scores were significantly lower on electronic devices vs. 
paper. 
 
 
Pole Administrator  
Final CBICC considerations, Jack McCoy, discussion leader 
 
As President of GMIS (Government Management Information Sciences), McCoy is heading a subcommittee of 
towns looking into the pole administration issue. The GMIS Subcommittee is reviewing the need for a Single 
Utility Administration process to address the issue and two others related to this. One is the need for a standard 
Municipal Pole Attachment Agreement with the various Administrators (draft has been only worked out with 
CL&P only). The other that the subcommittee is also working on is getting municipalities access to the state 
Dept. of Information Technology’s Public Safety Access Point (PSAP), state-wide, fiber optic network that is going 
through the time-consuming process of deployment involving the two administrative processes of CL&P and 
AT&T. 

 
Adoption Strategies/ Next Steps 
 
It was decided that a follow-up teleconference would be held to discuss the broadband/libraries topic and other 
issues. 
 
 

 
 

 


